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CR-Z shown in Crystal Black Pearlescent. 

Styling and  
interior design
The CR-Z’s deeply sculpted body,  

wrap-around cabin and stylish finish 

make this curvaceous coupe an 

artistic creation as well as a car. 

Safety
An array of advanced active and passive  

safety features have earned the CR-Z 

the coveted 5-star ANCAP safety rating, 

Australia's highest possible.

Technology 
With features like its 3-Mode Drive system 

and Honda’s clever Integrated Motor Assist 

(IMA) system, the CR-Z is hi-tech fun. 

CR-Z.  
Three letters  
that spell fu

Fuel efficiency
By pairing performance and fuel 

efficiency, Honda’s Eco Assist system 

helps you have a good time and do 

good at the same time. 

Engaging drive
Real-time drive information display allows you 

to engage with the CR-Z in the manner you’d 

expect from its sporty handling and agility. 



CR-Z shown in Premium White Pearlescent. 



CR-Z shown in Premium White Pearlescent. 



A single glance tells you the whole stor
It’s often said you should never judge a book by its cover.

But the Honda CR-Z is one glaring exception to this age-old rule.

This aerodynamic coupe combines agile handling and sporty 

acceleration to deliver a fantastically fun drive on twists and 

turns, and in any conditions.

And it’s all thanks to its 3-Mode Drive system that lets you tailor 

your journey to the open road, heavy traffic or a cruise.

But no matter what conditions are like outside, it’s ever 

enjoyable inside.

Inviting cockpit seats, 3D gauges, and elegant appointments 

complement the CR-Z’s modern design.

The result is a space so comfortable you’ll find yourself  

turning short trips into long drives.

Which is no problem in the CR-Z, because thanks to its  

1.5L i-VTEC engine and unique IMA system, it uses as  

little as 5 litres of fuel per 100km.*

With all that to offer plus a 5-star ANCAP safety rating,  

you’ll live happily ever after with a CR-Z.

*Fuel consumption figure based on ADR81/02 combined test results for CR-Z with CVT.

CR-Z shown in Premium White Pearlescent. 



A new design movemen
When Honda’s engineers and stylists began designing  

the CR-Z, they set themselves a challenging task.

Their aim? To create not merely a stylish car, but a piece  

of kinetic sculpture with dynamic driving at its core.

And they’ve succeeded, because at the heart of the CR-Z’s 

design is the ‘One-Motion Wedge’ concept.

With deeply sculpted curves, this unique shape incorporates a 

steep raked windscreen, shallow roofline and a low, wide stance. 

The result is a balanced, visually stunning and aerodynamic form. 

You’ll find stylish touches from head to tail, too, thanks to its 

LED Daytime Running Lights and LED brake lights.  

So you could say this distinctive coupe is a very moving  

work of art.

CR-Z shown in Premium White Pearlescent. 



Honda’s designers had a grand old time working on  

the CR-Z’s interior. 

Small wonder then, that it’s full of fun features and  

aesthetic appointments.

Case in point, the cockpit-style cabin wraps important 

instruments around you, including a touch screen with  

satellite navigation, reversing camera and Bluetooth®  

phone and audio streaming°.

But the fun is also functional.

For example, the upper section of its hi-tech dash puts  

drive details in your field of vision without distracting you. 

All that along with designer touches like its attractive,  

low-angled, body-hugging seats, metallic finishes and  

a glass roof make the CR-Z a particularly stylish place to be.

And a highly adaptable place, at that, with a stack of storage 

areas including a sunglasses compartment, climate controlled 

glove box and, courtesy of its one-touch motion folding rear 

seats and adjustable tonneau cover, a clever boot space, too.

So let the good times roll.

Let the  
games begi

CR-Z shown with optional Deluxe tailored mat set. 

°The Bluetooth word mark is owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and use of such mark by Honda is 
under licence. Please check the list of compatible phones at honda.com.au/bluetooth



*iPod is a trademark of Apple Inc. iPod is integrated through a vehicle’s audio system display and controls for iPods from 5th Generation onwards and all iPod Nanos. Older iPod models will only operate through 
the audio system when controlled via the iPod device itself, and firmware updates (if available) may be required to achieve compatibility with the vehicle’s audio system display and steering wheel mounted 
audio controls (where applicable). Please refer to your iPod User Guide for information on iPod firmware updates   Includes under trunk box   ^SUNA is a registered trademark of Intelematics Pty. Ltd. Coverage 
includes Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Gold Coast, Adelaide, Perth and Canberra metropolitan areas.  Refer to www.sunatraffic.com.au for full details   +DVD player operates only while vehicle is stationary    
°The Bluetooth word mark is owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and use of such mark by Honda is under licence. Please check the list of compatible phones at honda.com.au/Bluetooth   #Leather includes some vinyl materials

Touches of clas
Honda’s engineers are just as enthusiastic about driving 

as they are designing (and that’s saying something).

So, when it comes to interiors they don’t just know how 

to put the features in, they know what to include and 

the best place to put them.

And there’s no more fitting example than the inside  

of the CR-Z. 

4.

Steering wheel 
controls
The steering wheel controls cater  
to mobile phone and stereo control,  
so you can tune in without tuning out.

5.

Alloy sports pedals
Inspired by Honda’s racing heritage, 
rubber studs dot the surface of these  
alloy pedals, so your feet grip instead  
of slip.

6.
Climate control
It doesn’t matter if the weather’s cooling 
down or warming up – you create your 
own conditions in the CR-Z.

9.

Leather-appointed 
seats
Feel at one with the car and the road 
sitting in the finely stitched, body-
hugging leather-appointed front seats# 
that dominate the CR-Z’s cockpit-style 
interior.

10.

Heated front seats
The CR-Z heated leather# front seats 
warm up quickly, when you’re ready  
to ride. 

8.

Touch screen  
with Sat Nav
A user-friendly interface lets you find  
over a million landmarks and avoid 
congestion with SUNA live traffic alerts .̂ 
It also doubles as a reversing camera, DVD 
player+and Bluetooth® phone and audio 
streaming°, letting you browse your music 
collection or access your contacts to make 
calls hands-free. 

7.

Rear cargo space 
One-touch motion folding rear seats 
make it quick and easy to increase  
storage space from a useful 225L to  
a boastful 393L.t 

2.

Glass roof
The CR-Z’s stunning exterior styling is 
enhanced with the addition of a seamless 
glass roof. Feel part of the scenery you’re 
driving through and bring the outside in, 
no matter the weather.

3.

iPod* integration
The CR-Z’s USB connectivity integrates 
your iPod* functionality so you’ll always 
have the perfect driving soundtrack. Simply 
browse through your album list on the full-
colour touch screen or pick a song from the 
steering wheel-mounted controls.  

5. 6.

4.3.2.

7.

8. 10.9.

1.1.

Interactive dash
The CR-Z’s interactive dash presents a clever array of essential 
driving and safety related information in intuitive style. Floating 
displays, 3D gauges and ambient lighting deliver real-time 
information like instant fuel economy, driving mode and 
seatbelt reminders. 

t



Nothing gets a Honda engineer’s oil pumping faster than  

a performance puzzle.

So when tasked with generating extra power without using more 

fuel or creating more emissions, their answer came quickly.

Supply the CR-Z’s 1.5L, multi-valve, SOHC i-VTEC engine with 

additional acceleration from an electric motor – part of 

Honda’s hybrid IMA system.

So when you need power during acceleration, you get an extra 

charge, at no charge.

But all that power is pointless without a quality transmission. 

And the CR-Z’s smooth, short-shifting 6-speed manual with 

optimum shift indicator efficiently transfers torque from 

the engine to the road, as does the automatic’s Continually 

Variable Transmission, which comes with steering wheel-

mounted paddle shifts. 

The Plus Sport function primes the vehicle for enhanced 

performance for more hands-on drivers.

That’s precisely who’ll love the CR-Z’s 3-Mode Drive system. 

 

With ECON, Sport and Normal Modes you can adapt to  

changes in traffic, terrain and even your frame of mind. 

When you’re in city traffic (or just feeling frugal), ECON  

Mode optimises output to save fuel and lower emissions.

In Sport Mode, the throttle response is sharper, the IMA  

system actively boosts performance and the steering 

feedback is increased for a joyful ride on the open road.

While Normal Mode provides the best everyday balance 

between performance and economy – that’s why it’s the 

default start-up mode.

But no matter which mode you’re in, the CR-Z acts as your 

personal efficiency expert thanks to the Eco Assist coaching 

system and the ambient meter that glows red in Sport Mode, 

and fluctuates between blue and green in Normal and ECON 

Modes depending on your driving behaviour.

And the CR-Z even has an auto-stop feature to help save  

fuel while you’re idle at the traffic lights.

Which is how the energy crisis is solved in the CR-Z. 

A powerfully efficient performe

CR-Z shown in Premium White Pearlescent. 



Honda’s simple philosophy states that driving is as much 

about feel as it is features.

But what makes a car feel right?

In the CR-Z it’s a cache of details combined in just the right way.

For instance its low centre of gravity, rigid chassis, wide track 

and short wheelbase keep the tyres gripped to the ground.

Which, along with its sharp suspension, short overhangs  

and direct-feel steering, is why turning into corners will  

soon turn into an addiction.

You’ll love coming out of them too, given the active 

acceleration from its broad torque band.

And with an exhaust system designed to hit a race-inspired  

note, it’s as exciting as it sounds. 

But an excitement machine needs a calming influence, too.

So to complement the heart-racing impulses that the  

CR-Z inspires, its cockpit cabin’s unique glowing gauges  

and designer details offer up a sensory feast. 

So the CR-Z makes sense in every sense.

A sixth sense for the driv

CR-Z shown in Premium White Pearlescent. 



afety in letter
There’s little doubt about the rollercoaster-like  

excitement of driving the CR-Z. But Honda prefers  

you to get the thrills without the spills. 

And in a safety sense, the alphabet of acronyms in  

the CR-Z (from ABS to EBD, and VSA to ACE) feel like  

a warm blanket.

Because when you put them all together you get a level  

of safety performance and occupant protection worthy  

of its 5-star ANCAP safety rating.

So you’re well and truly covered.

Active safety features
Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) with Electronic  

Brake-force Distribution (EBD)

The Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) allows you to maintain 

steering control during hard braking, while Electronic 

Brake-force Distribution (EBD) monitors and adjusts  

brake force accordingly.

Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA)

Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) helps by watching out for 

oversteer and understeer, adjusting brake pressure and 

reducing engine power as needed.

Traction Control System (TCS)

The Traction Control System (TCS) maintains traction  

on slippery surfaces by monitoring each wheel and,  

when a front wheel loses grip, it simply applies the 

required pressure to control the spinning wheel and 

delivery of engine torque. 

Passive safety features
G-Con technology

Developed at Honda’s omni-directional crash test facility, 

this unique technology offers maximum protection from 

vehicles of varying bumper heights impacting from a  

range of angles.

ACE body structure

A major part of G-Con is the Advanced Compatibility 

Engineering (ACE) body structure. It directs the energy  

of an impact up, over and around the cabin frame,  

and includes an injury mitigation design to assist in  

protecting you, your passengers and pedestrians.

Airbags

Sitting in the CR-Z, you’re surrounded by the safety of 

six airbags including standard front-side airbags with 

a passenger-side Occupant Position Detection System 

(OPDS), which prevents the airbag from deploying if  

it detects a passenger sitting in an unsafe position.

Active headrests

Collisions cause enough headaches without potential 

whiplash worries. So the Active headrests in the front seats 

move forward and up, to assist protecting the neck and 

head from possible injury in an accident.

Other
Hill Start Assist (HSA)

Hand brake starts and hills can be a troublesome 

twosome. But by slowly releasing brake pressure, Hill  

Start Assist (HSA) prevents the CR-Z from unintentionally 

rolling back. Giving you greater control and eliminating 

those hilly street blues.

LED Daytime Running Lights

The CR-Z’s LED Daytime Running Lights are a simple 

way to increase car visibility. And they look great, too.

Sensors

The CR-Z's auto on/off High Intensity Discharge (HID) 

headlights and rain-sensing wipers ensure you keep your 

hands on the wheel and eyes on the road at all times.



Features Features

CR-Z Specification CR-Z Specification

3 Standard feature. ■ Accessory option. * Normal & ECON Mode only. ^ The fuel consumption figures quoted are based on ADR81/02 test results.  
†Fitment of centre console accessory deletes one cup holder. # Leather includes some vinyl materials. ~ CVT only. º The Bluetooth word mark is owned by 
Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and use of such mark by Honda is under licence.  Please check the list of compatible phones at honda.com.au/Bluetooth. ‡ DVD player 
operates only when vehicle is stationary « SUNA is a registered trademark of Intelematics Pty. Ltd. Coverage includes Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Gold 
Coast, Adelaide, Perth and Canberra metropolitan areas. Refer to www.sunatraffic.com.au for full details. µ iPod is a trademark of Apple Inc. iPod is integrated 
through a vehicle’s audio system display and controls  for iPods from 5th Generation onwards and all iPod Nanos. Older iPod models will only operate 
through the audio system when controlled via the iPod device itself, and firmware updates (if available) may be required to achieve compatibility with the 
vehicle’s audio system display and steering wheel mounted audio controls (where applicable). Please refer to your iPod User Guide for information on iPod 
firmware updates.     Honda warranties apply where due care is exercised by the owner and the vehicle is maintained in accordance with the vehicle's owners 
manual. Please refer to Honda's warranty documentation for exclusions and conditions.

Powertrain   
Engine   SOHC + Integrated Motor Assist (IMA) - Inline 4 cylinder
Capacity   1.5 litre - 1497cc
Compression ratio   10.4
Bore x stroke (mm)   73.0 x 89.4
Emission - Australian Standards  ADR 79/03 (Euro 5)
Manual transmission    6-speed
 – with optimum shift indicator light*  3
Automatic transmission with Grade Logic Control   CVT (Continuously Variable Transmission)
  – with Creep Aid System  3
  –  with steering wheel-mounted paddle shifters 3
Fuel type   Unleaded (RON91)  
 – E10 Suitable  3
Fuel supply system   Honda Programmed Fuel Injection (PGM-FI) 
Drive By Wire throttle system (DBW)  3

Performance   
Maximum power - Total System Output
 – Manual  100kW @ 6600rpm
 – Automatic   99kW @ 6600rpm
Maximum torque - Total System Output  
 – Manual  190Nm @ 1000-2000rpm
 – Automatic   172Nm @ 1000-3000rpm
Fuel consumption - manual transmission (litres/100km)^

 – Combined  5.3
 – Urban  6.4
 – Extra urban  4.7
Fuel consumption - automatic CVT (litres/100km)^

 – Combined  5.0
 – Urban  5.6
 – Extra urban  4.7
CO2 Emissions - manual transmission (g/km)^

 – Combined  124
 – Urban  149
 – Extra urban  110
CO2 Emissions - automatic CVT (g/km)^  
 – Combined  117
 – Urban  129
 – Extra urban  110
Plus Sport System   Primes the vehicle for enhanced performance, regardless of drive mode.
3-Mode Drive system
 Sport Mode    For increased throttle & steering responsiveness  
   as well as increased electric motor power assist.
 Normal Mode (default)    Delivers a linear throttle response with good fuel economy.  
   A balance of agility and smooth driving.
 ECON Mode    Tuned for optimal fuel economy.  
   Easy driving with torque assist at low speed.
Ecological Drive Assist Programme for improved fuel economy   3
Auto-stop   3

chassis
Front suspension   MacPherson strut
Rear suspension   Torsion beam axle
Power steering    Electric
Stabiliser bars   Front and rear torsion bar type
Front brakes   Ventilated disc
Rear brakes   Solid disc

exterior
Door handles   Body coloured
Door mirrors body coloured  3
 – Electrically retractable  3
 – Heated  3
 – Powered  3
 – With side turn indicator  3
Front fog lights   3
Headlights   HID (High Intensity Discharge)
 – Auto levelling  3
  – Auto on/off  3
  – With washers  3
LED Tail lights   3
Panoramic glass roof   3
Privacy glass 
 – Rear quarter  3
  – Rear windscreen  3
  – Rear extra  3
Windscreen wipers 
  – Front windscreen  Rain sensing
  – Rear windscreen  3

interior   
Accessory power outlet (12v)  3
Air conditioning     Climate control
Alloy pedals   3
Beverage holders   5
Centre console with armrest†  ■
Comprehensive interior illumination  3
Cruise control   3
Driver's footrest   3
Driver seat height adjustment  3
Dust & pollen filter   3
Glovebox (climate control linked)  3
Instant fuel economy gauge  3
Lights-on warning   3
Low fuel warning   3
Multi Information Display
 – Average fuel economy  3
 – Average speed  3
 – Distance to empty  3
 – ECO Feedback Monitor  3
 – Fuel economy history - Last three drives + current 3
 – IMA System Power Flow Monitor  3
 – Odometer  3
 – Outside temperature display  3
 – Seat belt reminders  3
 – Time elapsed  3
 – Trip meter  3

CR-Z

interior cont.
Power windows with auto up/down  3
Seat back pocket   Front passenger
Seats - Front 
 – Fully reclining  3
 – Leather trim#  3
 – Heated  3
Seats - Rear 
 – Cloth trim  3
 – One touch fold-down  3
Steering column adjustment  Tilt & telescopic
Steering wheel   Leather-wrapped#

Ticket holder   3
Tonneau cover   3
Vanity mirror (illuminated)  Driver & front passenger

safety and security
Active headrest   Driver & front passenger
Advanced Compatibility Engineering (ACE) body design  3
Airbags SRS – Front  Driver & front passenger
Airbags SRS – Side (with OPDS on passenger side)  Driver & front passenger
Airbags SRS – Full length curtain  3 
Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)  3
Child safety seat anchorages  2
Daytime Running Lights (DRL) - LED Type  3
Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD)  3
Hill Start Assist (HSA)   3
Honda G-Con technology   3
Immobiliser system   3
Keyless entry with central locking  3
Progressive crumple zones  Front & rear
Rear parking assist   ■
Rear view mirror   Day/night
Reversing camera   3
Seat belts with
 – 3-point ELR  Front
  – 3-point ELR/ARL  Rear
 – Pretentioners   Front
 – Reminder  Driver & all passenger
Security alarm system   3
Transmission shift lock~   3
Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) with Traction Control System (TCS) and Brake Assist (BA) 3

dimensions/caPacities  
Boot capacity (litres) 
 – Seat up (including under trunk box)  225
 – Seat down (including under trunk box)  393
Front head room (mm)   938
Fuel tank capacity (litres)   40
Ground clearance - non-load (mm)  145
Kerb weight (kg) 
 – Automatic transmission (CVT)  1199
 – Manual transmission  1176
Maximum Permissible Weight (kg)  1570
Overall height (mm)   1395
Overall length (mm)   4075
Overall width (mm)   1740
Seating capacity   2+2
Tread (mm) 
 – Front  1515
 – Rear  1500
Turning radius at body (meters)  5.4
Wheelbase (mm)   2435

tyres and wheels   
Wheel size   17 x 6.5J
Tyre size   205/45R17 84W
Wheel type   Alloy
Tyre repair kit   3

audio & navigation   
AM/FM radio, CD with MP3 compatibility  3
Antenna   Shark-fin type
Hands-free telephone Bluetooth® connectivityº  3

 –  Steering wheel-mounted telephone controls 3
Satellite Navigation with
 – Bluetooth® audio streamingº  3
 – DVD player‡  3
 – SUNA live traffic updates«  3
Speakers – Front  2
 – Rear  2
 – Tweeters  2
Speed-sensitive Volume Compensation (SVC)  3
Steering wheel-mounted audio controls  3
USB Connectivity with iPod integrationµ  3

warranty   
Vehicle warranty     3 years or 100,000Km
Vehicle rust perforation warranty   6 years
Hybrid battery warranty   8 years, unlimited Km
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^Metallic and Pearlescent paint available at additional cost.

Find your true colou Crystal Black 
Pearlescent^ 

Milano RedPolished Metal 
Metallic^

Premium White
Pearlescent^

Premium Northern 
Lights Violet
Pearlescent^ 



Modulo accessories.  
If the shoe fit
It makes sense for a sporty coupe to come with  

a range of sports accessories. Available as a set,  

or individually, the Modulo Sports Pack lets every  

owner accentuate the CR-Z’s athletic attributes  

in their own way. 

CR-Z in Premium Northern Lights Violet Pearlescent 

shown with accessory Rear park assist and Modulo 

Sports Pack: 

• Front under spoiler

• Rear under spoiler

• Side skirt set

• Rear tailgate spoiler

   See your Honda Dealer for advice regarding Genuine Honda Accessories. 
Pictured accessories are all sold separately. All Genuine Honda Accessories 
installed at the time of retail sale of a new motor vehicle are covered by 
Honda’s 3-Year/100,000km Warranty. If installed after retail sale, they 
are covered for the remainder of the warranty or a minimum of 12 months – 
whichever is greater – provided that the accessory is fitted only to the  
vehicle for which it was intended by Honda Motor Co.



Illuminated door pocket and 
speaker ring garnish set
This illuminated set lines the door pockets and speakers, adding a soft  
glow to the CR-Z’s already stylish ambience. 

Roof rack set 
These aerodynamic roof racks± are simple to install and remove  
and can hold up to 50kg of skis or snowboards.

Arm rest console
The padded arm rest> offers a versatile and convenient  
storage compartment.

Deluxe tailored mat set
These high quality, durable mats complement the stylish interior  
and help reduce the daily wear and tear on your carpeting.

Illuminated door sill garnish set
Branded with the CR-Z logo, this garnish set helps preserve an area  
that sees a lot of foot traffic. 

Mud guard set
Help protect the CR-Z’s paintwork from debris and dirt damage. 

Door styling guard set
Car doors see a lot of action and these sporty buffers safeguard against 
wear and tear, so you’ll always make a stylish entrance to your CR-Z.

Make your own fu
Genuine Honda Accessories help preserve your CR-Z 

or enhance its stylish assets. Choose the combination 

that suits you best. To find out more, simply contact 

your local Dealer or visit honda.com.au/crz 

Other accessories include:

•  Ashtray

•  Body cover

• Cargo tray

• Cigarette lighter 

• Door visor set

• Leather maintenance kit

• Organiser box

• Rear bumper and bootlip protector

• Rear park assist

• Roof rack ski/snowboard attachment

• Touch-up paint

• Wheel lock nut set 

± In the interest of aerodynamics, Honda recommends the roof rack set be removed when not in use.>Fitment of centre console accessory deletes one cup holder. 
See your Honda Dealer for advice regarding Genuine Honda Accessories. Pictured accessories are all sold separately. All Genuine Honda Accessories installed at the time of retail 
sale of a new motor vehicle are covered by Honda’s 3-Year/100,000km Warranty. If installed after retail sale, they are covered for the remainder of the warranty or a minimum of 12 
months - whichever is greater – provided that the accessory is fitted only to the vehicle for which it was intended by Honda Motor Co.



§ Honda warranties apply where due care is exercised by the owner and the vehicle is 
maintained in accordance with the Owner’s Warranty and Service Manual. Please visit 
honda.com.au/warranty for full terms and conditions.

Buy a CR-Z and you’ll be amazed at how well you’ll  

be looked after.

The care starts with a 3-year/100,000km warranty and  

6-year rust perforation warranty.§

And for a small extra investment, you can enjoy a  

huge amount of peace-of-mind with Honda Warranty  

Plus§ including Premium Roadside Assist.

Plus, as a CR-Z owner you'll have access to our  

exclusive HondaONE website. This secure site gives you  

all the important information you never knew where to find,  

like up-to-date service history, vehicle records, maintenance  

tips and personalised service reminders. 

You’re never alone  
in a Hond 

As a CR-Z owner, you’re part of a brand that’s  

always doing something new. 

Because if there is one thing Honda prides itself on,  

it’s seeking out the challenging and unexpected. 

 

It was this inventive spirit that led to developing the 

ingeniously clever Eco Assist driver coaching system. 

It also produced the CR-Z, the world’s first sports hybrid.

And that’s not our first ‘world first’ either.

There’s the FCX Clarity, which is powered by a hydrogen cell  

and whose only emission is water vapour.

Or the unique CIGS solar cells that produce twice as  

much energy than they take to make.

Whether you are buying a Honda for yourself or a business,  

we have a wide range of flexible finance, leasing and  

insurance options. 

So see your Honda Dealer to find financial and insurance 

solutions that suit you as perfectly as your CR-Z does. 

And by using your Honda Dealer, you’ll also be sure that they’ll 

protect your investment by using Honda Genuine Parts.

So with all these benefits, your CR-Z will be as pleasurable  

to own as it is to drive.

Insurance and Finance

The Power of Clever Thinking

CR-Z shown in Premium White Pearlescent. 

Then of course there’s ASIMO, the world’s most advanced 

humanoid robot and the incredibly fuel-efficient HondaJet  

with its unique above-the-wing engine design.

And now there’s a glimpse of the future with the altogether 

different U3-X, a personal mobility device that takes you in  

any direction by simply shifting your weight.

All of these things, which were once dreams, are now  

realities thanks to Honda.

That’s the power of clever thinking. 


